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A Systems approach for forward and reverse logistics design: maximising value from customer involvement

Abstract:

**Purpose**- There is significant potential for adding value by involving customer in the design process and delivery of logistic services. In order to add value to the overall logistic system, this paper proposes applying an integrated systems approach for the design of forward and reverse logistics services in order to build a self-organising service that can maximise efficiencies and in particular reduce reverse logistics costs.

**Design/methodology/approach**- Two exploratory case studies were conducted in the logistics systems of housing repair and maintenance sector in the UK. Data were collected using semi-structured interviews, observations, and documented evidence.

**Findings**- The findings of the cross-case analysis suggests that systems approach expressed as the Vanguard Method (Seddon 2008) has a direct impact on enhancing forward logistics performance and reducing reverse product flows by nourishing three dimensions for learning from demand-driven analysis; capturing customer clean information, demand predictability and categorisation, and failure demand analysis.

**Research Limitations**- Findings from exploratory case studies cannot be easily generalised. Hence, further case studies are needed to enrich the findings, and to facilitate their industrial applications. Further, the paper explores the utilisation of the Vanguard Method only in the area of housing repairs and maintenance logistics services. It would be valuable for future studies to further investigate the utilisation of the Vanguard Method in other logistics services settings.

**Originality/value**- The paper demonstrates an important dynamics of how logistics services can incorporate customer demands into the logistics design process.

**Keywords**: logistic services, logistic services design, reverse logistics, forward logistics, service operations, learning logistics, service design, customer demand.

1. **Introduction**

With the recent global wave of service-sector growth, logistics activities have become a vibrant industry to support service organisations (Yu, 2010; Lin and Pekkarinen, 2011; Eichengreen and Gupta, 2013). To ensure gaining sustainable competitive advantage and customer satisfaction, a service organisation may choose to set up its own forward logistics function, hire a third-party logistics service provider, or use a combination of both (Piplani and Saraswat, 2012). However, many researchers have reported that logistics industry is not among the most developed industries even in developed countries, and that it lacks innovation in finding solutions for ever evolving customer requirements (Chapman et al., 2002; Mena et al., 2007; Lin and Pekkarinen, 2011; Dowlatshahi, 2012). Arguably, this is due to the fact that product returns, being an essential part of the reverse logistics activities (Lee
et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2013), have recently become a significant concern for most organisations including service firms. They are viewed as an unavoidable cost of inefficient forward logistics, minimizing any chance of increasing benefits or cost savings (Dowlatshahi, 2012; Min and Ko, 2008). Reverse logistics, in this sense, usually reduce organisations’ current assets as it lowers returned products inventory value, and it lengthens order cycle time due to reshipping of ordered items. It also causes organisations to lose sales and thus sales revenues (Min and Ko, 2008). Several products may return into the supply chain of a company if it is different from the one ordered by customer or due to dissatisfaction with functionality. A product may also be returned due to forward logistics imperfection in packaging or shipping or simply due to customer incorrect information and human errors (Guide et al., 2006; Piplani and Saraswat, 2012). As of 2003, the amount of reverse product flows was found to be 12 percent of the total products sales in the US (Toktay, 2003). Recently, this has become even worse as Bernon and Cullen (2009) explained that many firms in the UK experience up to 30 percent product returns by their customers, and that the total cost of retail reverse logistics is valued at 6 billion British Pounds every year. Also, Min et al. (2005) indicated that handling product returns can comprise up to 4.5 percent of the total logistics cost alone in the US. Despite these alarming facts, most organisations do not give attention to return merchandise until things get out of control (Min and Ko, 2008).

As reflected by the work of Jayaraman et al. (1999), the optimal solution for the logistics services problems is dependent on finding a suitable design of both forward logistics and reverse logistics of products in a closed loop system. A closed loop logistics system is where products first flow outbound to a customer (i.e. forward logistics), and then those same products are returned back to provider (i.e. reverse logistics) (Jayaraman et al., 1999). This view is also shared by Lin and Pekkarinen (2011) who explained that it is only through effective closed-loop logistics service design and offering high quality service variety to customers that forward logistics industry can better understand customer requirements and reduce returned products. The authors further indicated that proper closed-loop logistics service design tools are urgently needed to provide various customised services to satisfy and retain current customers; similar to manufacturing companies who strive to provide and manage product variety (Pil and Holweg, 2004). Consequently, according to Choy et al (2008), essential pillars for designing a successful forward logistics service function, that is capable of learning from returned products, are listening to customer wants and then translating these wants into logistics service design.
However, while the customer involvement in the process of logistics service design is of paramount importance to reduce reverse product flows and increase efficiency of forward logistics (Olhager, 2010; Lin and Pekkarinen, 2011; Rollins et al., 2011), there seems to be scarcity in the current literature of efficient models of operation that can involve customer demands and wants into the design process of logistics service. In fact, majority of logistics service models have extensively focused on environmental aspects of reverse logistics network such as recycling, reuse, refurbishment, and product recovery (Jayaraman et al., 2003; Min et al., 2005; Valle et al., 2009; Pipani and Saraswat, 2012), ignoring other important aspects such as customer involvement in the design process to build a learning logistics service. With this in mind, this paper aims at closing the aforementioned gap by offering an innovative systems engineering approach that is capable of designing forward logistics service against customer demand. The reverse logistics addressed in this study are those new materials, items, or products returns that are avoidable by any organisation; caused by lack of supportive information, human errors, demand incorrect handling, not understanding the customer demand, or simply caused by inefficient design of the forward logistics operations.

The presented systems engineering approach in this paper is developed by Vanguard Consulting in England (Seddon, 2003). The term “the Vanguard Method” will be used to describe this logistics service design system throughout this paper. This approach is witnessing a significant take-up in the service sector, where it offers a considerable impact on improving the efficiency and competitive advantage of organisations (Jackson et al., 2008; Jackson, 2009). The Vanguard Method is centred on three core elements: (1) interrelationships of employees interaction and social exchange, both within their teams and between organisational parts, (2) dynamics of the organisation that requires a significant amount of coordination, and power delegation to team members, (3) wholeness of the organisation where departments are dependent on each other and the whole to guarantee the interconnectedness of people (Jaaron and Backhouse, 2014; Seddon, 2008; Jackson et al., 2008).

This research inquiry uses a qualitative exploratory case study approach, in order to induce novel understandings of the relationships between using the Vanguard Method in the design of forward logistics service and reduced reverse product flows. Two exploratory case studies are presented in this paper. The case studies were conducted in the logistics systems of housing repair and maintenance sector in the UK. The paper is focused on post-the Vanguard Method application in the case study organisations. It is suggested that the Vanguard Method
implementation for the design of forward logistics services is likely to enhance forward logistics performance and reduce reverse product flows. Therefore, the research question sought to be answered in this paper is as follows.

RQ: How does the Vanguard Method of logistics service design build a forward logistics service that is capable of reducing reverse logistics?

In the first section of this paper, the concepts of logistics services are further scrutinised based on a review of existing literature. In the second section, the Vanguard Method’s philosophy and methodology are presented with a focus on its implementation principles. Next, the research methodology is explained, and the case studies of two UK organisations are presented. Finally, results are shown and conclusions discussed.

2. Designing Logistic Services: forward-reverse perspective

In the context of operations and supply chain management, reverse product flows caught much attention in the recent literature due to the fact that most companies view returned products as a nuisance (Lee et al., 2012). Rogers and Tibben-Lembke (2001) define reverse logistics as “the process of planning, implementing, and controlling the efficient flow of materials, in-process inventory, finished goods, and related information from the point of consumption to the point of origin”. Following this definition, Guide et al. (2006) define reverse logistics as the process of handling returned items from the end customer to the original provider or manufacturer. Similarly, Hazen et al. (2015) define the term as the flow of products from a consumer towards a producer in a channel of distribution. However, based on these definitions, the definition of reverse logistics adopted in this paper is the reverse flow of new products, items and materials from the point of the end customer to the point of the provider. Recent research studies in this area were mainly conducted due to pursuit for cost savings, delivering social responsibility of organisations, and the need of organisations to stay in compliance with legislative requirements of environmental degradation. These were reflected in the work of Nagel and Meyer (1999), Beullens (2004), Srivastava (2007), Min and Ko (2008), Mutha and Pokharel (2009), and Zhang et al. (2013) who have stressed that handling reverse logistics activities, and particularly returned products, constitute a huge portion of the total logistics function costs in companies. As it would be expected, much of the logistics services design studies are heavily focused on mathematical modelling and optimisation concepts for the proper choice of cost-effective reverse logistics network design. This is evident in the work of Thierry (1997), Krikke et al. (1999), Jayaraman et al (2003),
Min and Ko (2008), Barros et al. (1998), and Aras et al. (2008) that ignore the role of customer in improving the reverse logistics. Nevertheless, there is growing popularity in recent literature to study reverse logistics activities in conjunction with forward logistics operations in a closed-loop logistics system (Kim et al., 2006; Pati et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2013). Chang and Liao (2011) proposed routing strategies that can design forward distribution in line with reverse logistics activities with the aim of reducing the operating cost of transportation and increasing market competitive advantage. Also, Piplani and Saraswat (2012) developed a mathematical model to optimise the reverse logistics in a repair and refurbishment network by determining which facilities are to be used in both forward and reverse flows of modular products. Further, Salema et al. (2006) derived a mixed-integer programming model for designing reverse logistics network based on the location of warehouse to optimise the forward logistics function and to reduce the cost of handling returned products. However, it is argued that closed-loop logistics systems studies in the literature ignore linking forward logistics design and management with reverse logistics improvement. This has been perceived by Chang and Liao (2011) as a sub-optimal behaviour that can cause organisations to lose market competitive advantage and reduce financial profits. They also explained that literature has very few related studies that provide tools to integrate forward logistic design with reverse logistics. It is as reflected by the recent work of Zhang et al. (2013), the compatibility and integration of forward logistics operations design with reverse logistic activities is a significant enabler for cost reduction opportunities and better use of organisational resources. This is also closely related to the work of Lin and Pekkarinen (2011), of using Quality Function Deployment (QFD) concepts in designing logistic services, who indicated that one of the top essential requirements for successful logistics services design, in terms of enhanced performance, is the involvement of customers into the forward logistics service design by translating customer’ requirements into logistic operations design. Generally speaking, many organisations are showing increasing interest in developing tools that incorporate customer demands and requirements as an important input to the design of forward-reverse logistics systems (Valle et al., 2009; Olhager, 2010), and that managing customer-related knowledge and open communication, both inside firms and with customers, is believed to be the cornerstone for successful design of logistics services that can handle reverse products flows effectively (Rollins et al., 2011). However, there is severe lack in the current literature of empirical research on designing logistics services based on customer requirements and sharing customer-related knowledge (Rollins et al., 2011; Lin and Pekkarinen, 2011).
Reverse logistics is far more complicated and uncertain than forward logistics operations. This is due to the customer demand volatility and availability of multiple channels of product returns to companies (i.e. direct returns to company versus indirect returns to suppliers) (Min and Ko, 2008). Owing to this, logistic services need a market-responsive supply chain design that is capable of understanding customer requirements in the forward logistics, and then absorbing any product returns’ demand volatility and uncertainty (Olhager, 2010). This highlights the importance of having a well-designed team-based logistics service, where providing core team members with specific traits such as, open communication, decision making ability, and an environment where team members can develop willingness to contribute to organisational success, is vital for achieving a market-responsive supply chain.

This paper builds on the work of Zhang et al. (2013), which links the success of managing logistics in cost-efficient manner with the integration of forward-reverse logistics design. It also builds on the work of Lin and Pekkarinen (2011), which indicates that customer requirements involvement in the design process of forward logistic services, in closed-loop logistics system, is crucially important element in order to ensure service quality and enhanced operational performance. Therefore, it is argued in this paper that the implementation of systems engineering approach for the design of forward logistic services in a closed-loop logistics system is likely to enhance forward logistics efficiency and effectiveness and reduce reverse product flows through organisational learning. This theoretical framework will guide the research presented in this paper.

3. The Vanguard Method

Logistics service designs are inherently complex; it involves the interaction of processes, policies, customers, individuals, teams, departments, systems, and field suppliers (Cardoso et al., 2013). This complexity, and the associated actual failures of recent service design models, is perceived by Lin and Pekkarinen (2011) to have slowed down research on logistics design tools. Complex systems’ literature suggests that managers can focus on the parts in order to manage the whole (Bolta, 2009). This reductionist approach calls for breaking a situation into smaller fragments; solving each smaller problem separately before these smaller solutions are assembled together to provide an overall solution. This way of dealing with problems does not necessarily provide the optimum solution for the system as a whole (Capra, 1996). Ackoff (1981) stated that managing system parts without understanding their interactions makes the
system lose its essential properties, and causes managers to face unintended consequences. Therefore, if logistics services as a complex system are viewed in this reductionist way, discontinuous forces of silo working would prevent efficient handling of forward logistics and, therefore, would hinder logistics service learning of why products are returning to the provider. According to Taleb (2012), the interactions between system parts are essential to produce new ideas or properties that convey information to these parts through stressors. This conceptualisation gave initiation to the work of Seddon (2003), described here as the Vanguard Method, of implementing systems design principles into service delivery systems. The Vanguard Method is, therefore, centred on three core elements: interrelationships, dynamics, and wholeness (Jaaron and Backhouse, 2012; Seddon, 2008; Jackson et al., 2008). A detailed account of the philosophy is reported in the work of Seddon (2008) and Jackson et al. (2008), and will be explained in this section as well.

The Vanguard Method is based on the view that organisations are holistic systems serving a purpose that is “always seen in terms of its customers” (Marshall, 2010). Therefore, customer demand is the focal point for redesigning the organizational service systems and not the functional hierarchies (Seddon, 2008; Jaaron and Backhouse, 2010). The Vanguard Method depicts a culture characterised by the formulation of a self-managing teams. The teams are created from the workplace itself to lead the intervention into business processes (Jackson et al., 2008). The teams require spending a considerable amount of time to understand business processes and the main purpose of the system from the customer perspective (Seddon, 2008). This begins by studying the demand coming into the business, over a period of time, to find out what matters to the customer the most, what do they want from the system. Once the purpose of the system “from a customer perspective” is defined, attention is given on how the organisational parts can be linked together to deliver that purpose (Jackson et al., 2008). The study of the demand provides two different categories of demand usually available in logistics services. First, value demand which is what the logistics service has been established to serve and what the customers want which is of value to them. Second, failure demand which is the demand that logistics service was not able to serve due to the lack of information or supporting operations.

According to Seddon (2008), the Vanguard Method builds a system that is highly responsive to customers. This is achieved by removing waste found in the traditional processes through
the redesign of the service processes based on the customer point of view (Jackson et al.,
2008). This will significantly reduce the frequency of failure demand (Jaaron and Backhouse,
2014). It is essential when designing processes against customer demand to study the system
conditions of rules and regulation at place as well to understand why the system behaves in
the way it does. This will produce a system where all rules and regulations are taken into
considerations (Seddon, 2008). It is also essential at this stage to continually analyse demand
in order to improve internal processes that would deal with failure demands (Jackson et al.,
2008). Accordingly, this increases team members’ learning in the system and provides them
with enough knowledge to handle demand uncertainty and meet the purpose of the service
system. Figure 1 illustrates a conceptual framework of the Vanguard Method principles when
designing service operations.

[Figure 1 near here]

Figure 1. Conceptual framework of the Vanguard Method

Team members learning is “a cognitive precursor to adaptation” (Ilgen et al., 2005) that is
necessary when faced with failure demands (Chiva and Allegre, 2009). In this regard,
organisational teams, operating under difficult circumstances, also need to learn from their
best knowledgeable individuals, this knowledge will then be used to improve performance in
the face of disruptions (Ilgen et al., 2005). LePine (2003) found that team-based structures,
equipped with empowerment and openness to communicate and interact, are critically
important to activate their latent knowledge to perform better when the task environment
changes. Owing to this, the role of team members in the Vanguard Method changes from
controlled to full empowerment as the Vanguard Method requires employees to be self-
directed by learning and then making their own rules and decisions to absorb failures (Seddon,
2008). Eventually, this way allows for more control on service processes because data is in
the hands of the people doing the work (Korkmaz, 2012), and provides creativity in
responding to the system’s challenging environment (Jackson et al., 2008). Table 1 presents
the main features of the Vanguard Method as opposed to the traditional managerial thinking
typically found in many organisations (Jaaron and Backhouse, 2012).

[Table 1 near here]
The Vanguard Method embraces the principle that employees need to think, analyse, judge and make decisions on the work on hands. Therefore, team members training is not the focus in the preparation process for this kind of job, it is actually educating them on “why” a failure happen and then finding ways to eliminate it from the system. To accommodate for the requirements of the Vanguard Method, managers’ role shifts from command-and-control to supporters. This keeps managers very close to their employees to interact with their work when necessary. Bhat et al. (2012) provide a constructive view about the interactive leadership style and organisational learning. According to them, the capacity of an organisation to learn how to learn, to change old ways of doing things, and to produce original knowledge is positively related to interactive leadership styles. Due to this type of relationship and due to the whole service processes being owned by team members, the structure of the organisation changes. The organisation becomes organically structured (Jaaron and Backhouse, 2014).

**The Vanguard Method in Practice**

The above philosophy usually follows three main practical steps of “check-plan-do” for implementation. These steps are summarised in Table 2 below.

[Table 2 near here]

*Check:* This stage aims at understanding the system and why it behaves in such a way that failure demand is achieved. A specially formed team, called the check team, from the workplace collates information about what customers expect and want from the organization and what matters to them most, they need to be able to use views of different people involved in the problematic system to build the “real situation” (Checkland, 1995). Once the team understands the type of demand received and how capable the system is to respond to it, it can start to map the flow of processes in the system. For this purpose, a visual representation of each operation carried out in the workplace is developed as a flow chart. Identification of waste (actions not adding any value from the customer’s point of view) present in the service operations flow is then carried out (Seddon, 2008). All processes classified as waste are marked in red on the process flow chart. While processes that add value from a customer’s point of view are marked in green.
**Plan:** This stage starts with redesigning the processes flow charts taking into account what has been learned by considering the customer “wants” and then mapping out the new service system design. Typically, this stage is focused on minimizing non-value adding activities from a customer point of view. The final step in the “plan” process is to build performance measures and the future system success criterion. This is usually how good employees are in creating a value demand and the percentage of value demand out of the total demand received (Jaaron and Backhouse, 2012).

**Do:** At this stage the new design is used in an experimental environment with the check team using the new model after it has been discussed with the people doing the work. The new processes are induced gradually with careful observation of both employees’ reaction to it and customers feedback. The processes are tested, re-designed and re-tested again to make sure that customers get the best possible service before going fully live. This is much slower process than the check phase as the slogan at this stage is to “do it right rather than do it quick” (Jackson et al., 2008).

The Vanguard Method cycle starts with the “Check” stage in order to show business managers the failings of their current system, and to provide them with a solid evidence for the need to change the way they think and manage things (Jackson et al., 2008). To ensure continuous improvement of the new system, the check-plan-do cycle is a continuous cycle (Seddon, 2008; Jackson et al., 2008). It is, therefore, a learning system by itself: the process of acquiring knowledge and taking action to improve the situation is continuous (Jackson et al., 2008). In addition to continuously altering business processes to improve the service offered, the Vanguard Method Cycle involves the identification of new demands coming in to the service department. This is followed by designing new processes to ensure dealing with new demands as value demands (Seddon, 2008).

4. **Research methodology**

A case study approach is adopted in this research inquiry in order to build an understanding of the nature of the research phenomena (Voss et al., 2002). Case studies have the advantage of being able to answer questions like “what”, “how” and “why” (Yin, 2009). This accommodates the type of question presented at the beginning of this paper. Two case studies were chosen with the help of “extreme case sampling” technique (Patton, 2002; Creswell,
2004) that displayed evidence of full employment of the Vanguard Method in their logistics service operations. An earlier research work conducted with the help of the Vanguard Method consultant of these two case studies helped researchers in confirming that the Vanguard Method is fully employed in their logistics operations, and also ensured easy access to both case studies.

According to Aastrup and Halldorsson (2008), the use of case studies in logistics management research is an enabler for the causal depth required for understanding the real domain of logistics operations and its performance. Case study research design typically has the unique strength in providing a full range of evidence through the use of multi-sources of data, which can achieve data triangulation (Voss et al., 2002). For this purpose, the mixed methods design (Tashakkori and Teddlie, 1998) is used as the technique for conducting the research process. Three different sources of data collection methods are used in the two case studies; these are semi-structured interviews, archival documents, and observations. As the focus is on finding common trends in the way logistics services react to reverse logistics as a result of implementing the Vanguard Method, cross-case analysis was used to search for common themes (Bryman and Bell, 2007). Semi-structured interview with 17 people were conducted with an average length of one hour per person. Interviewees were a mixture of logistics senior managers, directors, middle managers, and logistics operations personnel. Interviewees were asked questions like “do you think the Vanguard Method has brought benefits to the way your logistics services are being delivered?”, “do you think your logistics department is better prepared now to deal with failure demands and reverse Logistics?”, and “Do you use the lessons learned from reverse logistics to make a better service for the future? How?”. However, a complete list of interview questions is included at the end of this paper. Interviews were tape recorded and transcribed in preparation for data analysis. Observations and notes were also taken to supplement the data collected through interviews. Observations and documents collection captured things that escaped the interviewees’ awareness during interviews. The data sources used in the two case studies are summarised in Table 3.

[Table 3 near here]

5. Research sites

11
The first case study was conducted in the premises of the general insurance division of one of the UK’s leading provider of a wide range of banking and financial services, focused on personal and commercial customers. The company’s name and place are excluded to maintain anonymity. However, the company will be denoted as ‘Case A’ throughout this paper. The general insurance division is a leading provider of home claims services in the UK with a large logistics services to support the business. The home claims business has more than 76 suppliers that deliver all sorts of building and repair services to the insurance customers. The division started a Vanguard Method intervention in September 2013 that covered all the home claims services and its logistics services. The intervention was deemed necessary as the business experienced a high level of demand failure that reached up to 60 percent in the summer of 2013, of which 50 percent were returned repair items and materials from suppliers and customers. The new service design focused at delivering what the customer wants at the shortest time possible by minimising the non-value adding activities in the logistics system. As a result, the business has reduced logistics services failure demand to be 12 percent at the time of this research. The purpose of the new service system, that governs the work of the employees at the insurance division and their suppliers, is “understand the customer demand, verify that this is the customer, and deliver value at the right time”. The insurance division and their suppliers collectively experimented with new ways of working based on doing work right first time, at a time that suited the customer. In such an environment, it was decided that there are three mains steps in the process of delivering value, namely understanding what the customer exactly wants and when, transfer clean information to suppliers’ craftsmen to diagnose the problem and get right materials ready, and complete all necessary works at the time chosen by the customer. In effect, employees at the insurance division were allowed and trusted to handle customer calls without any pre-set targets in order to get all necessary information about their demand, and how and when they like the demand to be delivered. In order to allow suppliers deliver the exact demand as wanted by customers, all gathered information from a customer is immediately transferred to a supplier for proper allocation of craftsmen. Large screens are available at suppliers’ headquarters to provide transparency, and to allow the system to work as a single piece flow, with each craftsman getting one job at a time to avoid bottlenecks and delays. Due to passing clean information to suppliers, craftsmen were able to stock their vans with what is needed to complete the job first time. Craftsmen are also able to seek help from other craftsmen available to deliver any missing materials or items while attending the customer property. Furthermore, the suppliers provide the name and contact details of the craftsman assigned to each job to the insurance division. This ensures timely sharing of any further information that becomes available from customer, and allow for further follow up contacts. The insurance division employees are able to have a conference call that joins the customer and the supplier to further clarify the demand before hand, if needed, and to check if there are any other works that need to be done during the visit. The suppliers designed their system such that their craftsmen arrive within 10 minutes of the customer’s specified time for an appointment 95% of the time.
The second case study chosen was Flagship Housing Company. The company is one of the UK’s leading housing companies that owns, manages, and maintains more than 22000 homes for people in East Anglia region of England. However, the company used to face an increasing number of complaints from their customers who are dissatisfied with the repair service they were receiving; this was accompanied by large number of building materials returns and fittings replacements. The company took the decision to follow the Vanguard Method into their housing repairs system design in November 2012, with the aim of redesigning the repair service from the customer’s perspective. At the time of the study, there were 203 craftsmen, who carry out repair work, 19 drivers to deliver materials to sites, and around 50 office staff who receive customer repair demands and support craftsmen work. At the operations department, large screens are used; customer demands received are logged into the system screen, this makes it easier for the office team to assign repair demands to craftsmen at a time determined by the customer; as the new purpose of working at the housing repairs system is “repair completed at my convenience”. In order to work in this way, office staff was encouraged to speak freely with customers to try to get as much correct information as possible without any call handling targets or constraints. Also, the craftsmen were allowed to decide the best way to complete a repair in the first visit to property. However, it was discovered that craftsmen needed a service which can deliver building materials directly to them whilst they are attending a property to keep their working principle of completing a repair first time. In response to this, the company set up a new separate firm, called Repair First Time “RFT”, to deliver needed materials to craftsmen exactly on time. This has had a dramatic impact on the design of the logistics services of the company which is currently designed around six main stages. First, making sure that customer demands are received as clean as possible, by getting clear information about the repair, name, address, and creating appointment as determined by the customer. Second, clear information is passed to craftsman when he is ready for the next job. Third, the craftsman accesses the property at the time determined by the customer to confirm repair demand details are correct, and to also check if there are any other repairs needed that can be completed in the same visit. Fourth, the craftsman performs the repair using the materials he has in his van stock. If the craftsman does not have the required materials with him (e.g. doors, windows, paints), then the craftsman calls the operations office to order delivery of materials, whilst attending the property, using a specially created electronic stock catalogue on an iPad provided by the company. Fifth, the operations office passes the list of required materials and associated customer details to RFT Company where ordered materials are prepared for delivery by RFT’s drivers. Sixth, the craftsman completes the repair and report the operations office on the list of materials used and on the completion of the repair.

6. Data analysis and results

In this qualitative exploratory study, the collection of archival documents contained internal performance reports about the logistic systems’ performance at the two research sites; before and after the adoption of the Vanguard Method. These reports were particularly useful for understanding logistic systems’ indicators improvement as a result of implementing the
Vanguard Method. This has also provided validity for data collected through semi-structured interviews (Bryman and Bell, 2007). Table 4 illustrates main logistic systems’ indicators measurements and improvements achieved at both case studies.

Furthermore, the process of data analysis followed the steps of Miles and Huberman (1994) for coding and then analysing interview data for each single case. The analysis process started by transcribing and studying the qualitative data (i.e. reading and listening to the audio taped interviews, and revising field notes and archival documents). Pattern matching and exploring the interview data were adopted as the major technique for cross-case analysis. The objective of multiple case analyses is to search for similarities and differences and to expand the understanding of similarities and differences across cases (Miles and Huberman, 1994). For this purpose, the results from the qualitative analysis of each single case were directly compared with the other case study results to explore the factors that can help reduce reverse logistics and improve forward logistics performance. The coincidence of the patterns would enhance the internal validity of the case study (Yin, 2009). The emerging patterns (i.e. themes) from data analysis are presented below.

**Capturing Clean information**

The aim of this theme is to demonstrate the value of the Vanguard Method in creating a workplace that only captures accurate information about customer requirements and, thus, delineating the effect of this accuracy on minimising reverse logistics. It was evident in the research results of both research sites that redesigning the workplace following the Vanguard Method has made it possible to get customer clean information with full details about what the customer exactly require, during customer first contact. They regarded this change as significantly important in reducing reverse logistics and improving the whole service performance. At the home insurance division of ‘Case A’, interviewees stated that the work before the introduction of the Vanguard method consisted of a conventional ‘front-office/back-office’ design, where employees in the front office, typically a call centre, receive customer demands while adhering to a pre-set targets for call waiting and call handling times. Interviews stated that employees had to be quick in handling calls in order not to violate targets. According to them, this limited their ability, in many cases, to get clean information about customer details and their demands. Employees would then create electronic requests and route them to the relevant functional claim advisor team in the back office, where claim advisors were again separated into functions based on the geographical areas in the region. The back office was responsible for passing customer demands to suppliers responsible for providing building and repair services to the insurance customers. Interviewees explained that it was not possible for claim advisors to verify the information received from the front office; as their scope of work does not include talking to customer. It is as stated by a claim advisor: “…we were working in silos, we did not know if the case I received contains the correct...
information….it was very difficult for me to find a way to call a customer if I need to as my call centre colleagues, in most of the cases, forgot to record the telephone number of the customer on the electronic system”. Similarly, people in the front office had no clue on how customer demands were dealt with in the back office, and whether demands were delivered by suppliers. Majority of call received by the front office was mainly repeated calls from customers inquiring about their requests and when it is likely that they get the repair work required. As a result, it was found that 60 percent of the demand received was a failure demand. It became clear to management that the service was not performing well due to lack of correct information and fragmentation of the teams. This was evident in the words of the senior manager of supply chain who stated that: “we thought that the previous structure of the old world was best in the class with every team responsible for a certain chunk of the work…I started to see things with another lens when I received performance reports about the number of demands that our suppliers were not able to deliver as promised due to incorrect information, mainly caused by our own employees”. Further, interviewees stated that the introduction of the Vanguard Method made dramatic changes to the way that the work is done. All of the back office processes moved to the front office. Employees are now working within the same multidisciplinary team. A customer demand is now being answered by one claim advisor without adherence to any pre-set targets, and claim advisors were all taking calls from the same single queue. Demands are now transferred immediately to suppliers by the same claim advisor who received them after collecting all necessary clean information and details. Customer clean information principle is now used as the guarantee to deliver the right home repair when and how the customer wants it. It was also recognised that passing clean information to suppliers was at the top of their priorities to prevent any incorrect repair material deliveries or items rejection. For this purpose, the home insurance division used to email the respective supplier the full details of the customer, nature of repair, and clean information on when the customer wants the repair. To confirm that this was received and understood well by the supplier, the home insurance division used to make a follow up phone call to make sure the message was received correctly with any supplemental details as they become available. Furthermore, the home insurance division found it necessary in some cases to have a conference call joining the customer, claim advisor, and repair supplier for better transfer of information. Likewise, interviewees at Flagship Housing have indicated that clean information was cornerstone for their success in reducing reverse logistics. The work before the introduction of the Vanguard Method was pretty much the same as found at home insurance division of ‘Case A’. Customer demand used to be received by a telephony team following pre-determined prescriptions and targets. Interviewees revealed it was not always possible to capture all correct information from a customer as they had a large number of calls waiting to be dealt with, and that they had to rush to transfer demands to back office. The back office team was responsible for processing necessary paper work before contacting the craftsmen. Also, craftsmen had limited ability to talk to customer beforehand, and they had to find more information during attending the property; causing lots of delays and repeated visits to complete the service. This has been asserted by the logistics operations manager’s own words: “our craftsmen were expected to access the property based on the information the back office provides…we did not think that passing the customer contact details before the visit would benefit a craftsman get cleaner information about the case”.

However, interviewees asserted that following the Vanguard Method principles was a major step in processing customer demand with the aim of getting as much clean information as possible about the requested repair. Both front and back offices are united in one bigger team who is able to handle customer demand one stop. This was done by collecting information from the customer about his address details, information about the repair, and when the customer wants the repair to be performed. This clean information is then shared with their craftsmen to do the repair exactly as requested. The senior manager of personal claims at ‘Case A’ highlighted this new working principle: “our focus now is on doing things right one stop...we encourage our employees to spend as much time as it requires with a customer to get all correct information with full details...our goal is to forward only clean information for our craftsmen, as we believe this would keep our service promise of delivering value at the right time”. Interviewees also explained that they have witnessed cases when reverse logistics have occurred, not only because of their customers’ incorrect information capturing, but also because of their craftsmen incorrect repair materials orders. The Vanguard Method adopts the principle of viewing the whole logistics system as one piece flow. Therefore, it was necessary to design a process to eliminate craftsmen role in creating reverse logistics. For this purpose, RTF Logistics Company provided their craftsmen with an iPad device that has a specially created electronic stock catalogue. The catalogue is designed in such a way that each building item is associated with a unique code and a photo to help the craftsman order the exact required materials with confidence whilst they are attending the property. The ordered list of required materials is prepared by RTF where a unique barcode label is attached to each order to eliminate any possibility of picking up the wrong order by the delivery drivers. Figure 2 shows a representation of capturing and disseminating clean information in the logistics service of both research sites.

Figure 2. Capturing clean information in the logistics service

Demand predictability and categorisation

The aim of this theme is to understand the role of continuous demand analysis in better predicting and categorising demands for forward logistics that could potentially reduce reverse logistics. Results at both research sites have revealed that before the implementation of the Vanguard Method the workplace has no tools available that could create learning in the customer demand received. In such environment, customer demand was seen as uncertain and impossible to predict. Interviewees explained that their managers seen this as an expected variety. However, interviewees believed that this demand unpredictability was caused by, first, lack of ability of customers to pull out what they wanted from the service system. Second, separating teams from each other; this hampered accumulative learning in the demand variety. However, the Vanguard Method implementation at both research sites has honoured the principle of the need of the system to match variety of demand thrown at it by its customers. This has been done by continuously analysing customer demand received to increase system predictability. Continuous demand analysis was an enabler to categorise the
most common repair demands coming in and, because of that, they were better able to design and deliver high quality logistics services to the customers. Interviewees at ‘Case A’ indicated that this principle of the Vanguard Method made it possible for them to predict more than 80 percent of their customers’ repair demands as a result of demand analysis. This helped the home insurance redesign team to design responsive logistic operations against those predicted demands that would deliver what the customer need at the first time of repair; therefore, the logistics services system has witnessed dramatic decrease in returned items and rejected building materials. It was not a surprise that at the time of the study the logistics services failure demand has shrunk from 60 percent to only 12 percent. The senior manager of supply chain stated that: “continuous demand analysis of the Vanguard Method is an essential tool for the survival of our logistics system, we now have clarity on the whole logistics system...clarity helped us be prepared for those predicted demands by building our internal operations to deal with those demands one stop...demands with totally different nature are always recorded and considered an opportunity to build new operations”.

Similarly, results from Flagship Housing case study have revealed that demand analysis principle at their operations centre was able to identify the top common repair demands from their customers, allowing them to know what to stock in their craftsmen vans that is most required. Stocking craftsmen vans this way was very helpful in many cases to complete repair demands without even making an order delivery of building materials to the property, thus saving company’s resources and reducing potential delivery of wrong items. This result was highlighted by the distribution centre manager of the company who stated that: “demand analysis is powerful tool for our business, we only stock our vans with materials related to those demands that are constantly recurring, thus saving the company a lot of transportation money and time”. Furthermore, RTF personnel identified another dimension where reverse logistics reduction is possible. They have explained that demand analysis and categorisation was a powerful source to learn demand seasonal trends (i.e., certain types of repairs are more required at certain time of the year, or even at some certain areas of their covered region). Due to this Vanguard Method clarity on demand trends, RTF was able to execute two crucial improvement tasks to their logistic operations to further reduce failure demand and reverse logistics. First, the distribution centre was at better level to enhance readiness against customer demands by better knowing how much to stock and what to purchase into their distribution centre; improving forward logistics by making the right building materials available. Second, RTF recognised the areas where some certain repair demands was coming from and, thus, placed their craftsmen closer to those areas with proper vans stock. At the time of the study, the Flagship Housing had only 22 percent failure demand as opposed to 56 percent before the Vanguard design intervention.

**Failure demand analysis**

In this final theme, the results present a perspective of logistics services that goes beyond mere design requirements. This theme portrays the role of the Vanguard Method in creating a logistics service design that can learn from reverse logistics analysis. In addition to the continuous demand analysis performed, the research results at both case studies illustrate the
importance of recording and logging any failure demand (i.e. reverse logistics of incomplete repairs or returned items) received into the IT system used. Interviewees indicated that this was done in the belief that employees are required to continuously improve their existing logistic operations by challenging the current processes to learn on how they can be improved. To make the learning process possible, the Vanguard Method redesign team at both case studies used to deeply investigate each reverse logistics case received. Consequently, this helped the team in identifying potential causes of the reverse logistic case. With this activity, team members were able to propose immediate corrective measures to be taken in order to avoid the same problem in the future and to minimise the number of unnecessary reverse logistics cases. It was evident at the operations centre of both case studies that logged failure demands are shared and discussed among team members and other employees on weekly basis, and on some occasions on daily basis if the case is urgent. It is as commented by a claim advisor at ‘Case A’: “we are learning now from the system, those customer demands that are coming back to us again (i.e. failure demands) are learning opportunities...we try to find out what was the problem in the logistics system that caused this customer to call again requesting a replacement or item return...we share knowledge with our suppliers to help us follow the new operations...this way we stop similar demands from coming back again”. In fact, interviewees at Flagship Housing and RTF indicated that they used all sources of information to inspire internal understanding of problems hidden in their logistic services. Discussions with craftsmen and RFT drivers are used to provide valuable ideas for improvement and learning. In addition, interviewees viewed the focus on reverse logistics, specially the rare problems, as a rich source of information for the organisation to improve its logistic operations, and also vital for the organisation to stick to its working purpose, from a customer perspective, of “repair completed at my convenience”. Figure 3 illustrates this perspective of learning from reverse logistics and failure demands.
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Figure 3. Analysing reverse logistics

7. Discussion and conclusion

In this paper, two exploratory case studies have been used to empirically investigate the role of the Vanguard Method approach, for forward logistics services design, in enhancing forward logistics performance and reducing reverse products flows. The paper builds on the recent work of Zhang et al. (2013) of integrating forward logistics services design with reverse logistics operations to reduce reverse logistics cost, and the work of Lin and Pekkarinen (2011) of involving customer demands in the design process of forward logistics services for enhanced operational performance. While generalising findings from exploratory case studies is difficult (Cooper and Emroy, 1995), the paper demonstrates an important dynamics of the Vanguard Method that can provide an understanding of how forward and reverse logistics could be improved. It is evident in the results that the Vanguard Method approach is likely to enhance forward logistics performance and reduce reverse product flows by promoting three different dimensions for learning from demand-driven analysis. A
conceptual framework is presented in Figure 4 that demonstrates these dimensions. The results of this research are discussed in the context of logistics operations management and design to answer the research questions posed at the beginning of this paper.
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Figure 4. Conceptual framework of logistics’ demand-driven analysis

The results from both case studies highlight the importance of clean customer information sharing in nurturing a successful logistics service design for efficient operations. This is particularly important as the Vanguard Method approach is based on interrelationships of employees’ interaction and social exchange, both within their teams and between logistics service members. In this context, customer information sharing is a dialogue between all the logistics service members, including the customer, to ensure building close relationships that would guarantee minimised reverse logistics and reduced failure demands. As it was revealed by data analysis from both case studies, clean customer information was reliably shared by the adoption and creatively deploying up-to-date information and communications technologies. According to Chapman et al. (2002), sharing customer information through logistics communication technologies enable logistics services to transform from merely being materials handler to a decision-maker on what suits the customer the best. However, this new mind set of getting and then sharing only clean information about customer demands can only be achieved through decentralised, team-based informal structures. The Vanguard Method places the individuals to work within a team who are able to process an entire customer demand, and if necessary they can seek help from each other to capture correct information and complete a task. Logistics service employees are all now work within the boundaries of one team. The results also indicate that individuals at both case studies share the responsibility of the work with other team members along the logistics service chain. This adds a tremendous potential for transferring clean information that enhances logistics performance and reduces returned materials (Rollins et al., 2011). Further, team work has been found to lead knowledge sharing and learning emergence from customer demand due to the quality of decisions made on received demands. These views are shared by Larson et al. (1998) who link learning-oriented behaviour of organisations during work operations with information sharing across team members up and down the logistics service chain. In addition to this, research findings are in line with knowledge-based theory introduced by Gant (1996). This theory emphasizes the necessity of transferring the knowledge across the boundaries of the firm to support and enhance firm performance (Esper et al., 2010). In congruence with this, the Vanguard Method approach, in both case studies, built a one-piece flow of the system from the initial customer demand through to the delivery of the repair service to meet the requested demand, thus transferring the customer knowledge across the boundaries of the firm to support the work of logistics service operations.
Consistent with prior demand prediction and categorization studies (Eaves and Kingsman, 2004; Boylan et al., 2008; Syntetos et al., 2009), the second theme of demand predictability and categorisation has shown dramatic change in the management of repair materials inventory control systems at both research sites. Although the Vanguard Method has allowed a basic stock control solution for the warehouse inventory and van stock materials, results suggest that the logistics service benefits were substantial. Logistics managers were supported by the new working system to focus their attention on the most wanted building and repair materials and, therefore, stocked their distribution centres and vans with the required materials at the right quantities. This has resulted in preparing the logistics service operations with the necessary information and materials to satisfy the customer demands and deal with them at the first visit. For this particular reason, many of the factors that have caused reverse product flows cases have been blocked. This is simply because readiness and preparedness against customer demand lead to better allocation of logistics service resources needed to serve the customer (Valle et al., 2009). Furthermore, the results explicitly tackle the problem of demand uncertainty in reverse logistics, justified by customer demand volatility available in logistics operations (Vidal and Goetschalckx, 2000; Cardoso et al., 2013). This demand uncertainty is even more crucial when dealing with forward-reverse logistics service operations as the complexity and the associated demand uncertainty is even magnified. However, the treatment of this issue has not been given enough focus in recent research studies (Cardoso et al. 2013). It is proposed by the current findings that continuous demand analysis, guaranteed by the working principles of the Vanguard Method, has provided opportunities to overcome some of the limitations associated with demand uncertainty. Both research sites were able to pull information about the most common demand received by their logistics service, they were also able to identify information that would help in long term planning horizons such as customer demands seasonal trends and demand geographical distribution. This has provided learning opportunities in the logistic services to better understand their customers and eventually reduce unnecessary reverse logistics; saving the business substantial amount of resources.

The final theme presented in the results suggests that failure demand analysis of reverse product flows has a direct positive impact on the performance of the overall logistics function of the business. The growing apprehension of returned products, beyond mere reverse logistics that contribute to the minimisation of environmental detriment by recovering waste products of used materials, has been viewed by the Vanguard Method as an opportunity to learn on how the logistics service can be further improved. The results suggest that these opportunities include identifying problems in the logistics service operations hidden in the system, thereby providing valuable ideas for improvement and learning (Gutiérrez et al., 2012). Furthermore, deeply investigating failure demands of returned products has the potential of generating competitive advantage (Stock, 2001). However, this competitive advantage can be classified into two types of values; tangible values from the physical side of the returns, and intangible values from the information side associated with the returns (Jayaraman and Luo, 2007). It was shown in the results that reverse logistics analysis provided valuable information about problems available in the returned items. These problems included items performance, size, colours, hazardous nature, and quality level.
Reverse logistics analysis also helped both companies to find out the magnitude of each type of returned flow that can prioritise corrective actions in the forward logistics service system. In many cases, the analysis also provided significant information on customer expectations, preferences, opinions regarding reliability and quality of the repair materials and fittings. This has provided both companies with the capability to stock exactly what customers want.

Lastly, the current research findings have some prominent research contributions to the literature of forward and reverse logistics service design. First, majority of the current literature on logistics services design is heavily focused on mathematical modelling that neglect the critical role of customer in the design and development process of these services (Choy et al., 2008; Lin and Pekkarinen, 2011). This research work has introduced a novel logistics service design approach, based on customer demand involvement, which can significantly enhance forward logistics efficiency and reduce reverse product flows by promoting three different dimensions for learning from logistics demand-driven analysis. These dimensions are: capturing clean information from customer, demand predictability and categorisation, and failure demand analysis. It is argued in this paper that effective logistics service design, which can learn from and reduce reverse product flows, is possible following the Vanguard Method approach. Second, in many research studies customer knowledge and information is viewed as intra-organisational phenomenon where the sharing of knowledge happens between the organisational departments (Argote et al., 2003; Rollins et al., 2011), however, the presented logistics service design in this paper transfers the customer knowledge across the boundaries of the firm throughout the supply chain to enhance logistics function. Finally, since the Vanguard Method approach builds a system that is adaptive to demand volatility (Seddon, 2008); the present paper introduces important insights where reverse logistics are simultaneously considered with forward logistics design coupled with demand uncertainty. This has not yet been addressed adequately in the current literature (Cardoso et al., 2013).

8. Research limitations and future work

This paper has a number of limitations that calls for a number of future research directions. While this study has presented significant insights and contributions to designing logistics services incorporating customer requirements, the findings from exploratory case studies cannot be easily generalised. Hence, further case studies are needed to enrich the findings, and to facilitate their industrial applications. Further, the paper explores the utilisation of the Vanguard Method only in the area of housing repairs and maintenance logistics services. It would be valuable for future studies to further investigate the utilisation of the Vanguard Method in other logistics services settings, such as manufacturer-retailer supply chains, or in freight forwarding industry where customer involvement in the logistics design plays a crucial role in reducing reverse logistics activities (Zhang et al., 2013). In addition, further research is required on financially quantifying the impact of reducing reverse logistics activities as a result of designing forward logistics service following the Vanguard Method, as opposed to reverse logistics that have originally been initiated due to lack of customer demand understanding.
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